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Fundamentals of Relational Database Management Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. Computer software provides an efficient means of processing information, and database systems are becoming increasingly common means by which it is possible to store and retrieve information in an effective manner. This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management...

		

Mastering System Center Operations Manager 2007Sybex, 2007
Harness Microsoft's Powerful Server Management Tool
   If you're an IT professional, you're busy enough trying to manage multiple systems and stay proactive with the technology demands of today's fast-moving companies. System Center Operations Manager 2007 is designed to make your life easier—and this comprehensive book...


		

Security MonitoringO'Reilly, 2009
How well does your enterprise stand up against today's sophisticated security threats? In this book, security experts from Cisco Systems demonstrate how to detect damaging security incidents on your global network--first by teaching you which assets you need to monitor closely, and then by helping you develop targeted strategies and pragmatic...





		

Learning SQL Server 2008 Reporting ServicesPackt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services 2008 is the third generation Microsoft reporting software that is more tightly integrated with SQL Server 2008 than ever before. It provides a complete server-based platform that is designed to support a wide variety of reporting needs, including managed enterprise reporting, special purpose reporting,...


		

Microsoft Windows Azure Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Windows Azure Platform is Microsoft's Platform-as-a-Service environment for hosting services and data in the cloud. It provides developers with on-demand compute, storage, and service connectivity capabilities that facilitate the hosting of highly-scalable services in Windows Azure datacenters across the globe.


	This...


		

SAP HANA CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your all-inclusive guide to understanding SAP HANA with practical recipes


	Overview

	
		Understand the architecture of SAP HANA, effectively transforming your business with the modeler and in-memory computing engine
	
		Learn about Business Intelligence, Analytics, and Predictive analytics on top of...







		

Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft® Visual Studio® LightSwitch® Unleashed


	Alessandro Del Sole


	 


	Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch represents a breakthrough in business application development for Windows clients, the Web, and the cloud....


		

Inside Server-Based ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Inside Server-Based Applications is designed to guide you from being a server-based applications novice to becoming a server-based applications expert. I start with some general background material about server-based applications and then move into the specifics of the APIs and technologies that allow you to create useful server-based...

		

Pro SQL Server 2005 AssembliesApress, 2005
The main aim of this book is to show you each of the different types of .NET assemblies now
possible within SQL Server 2005. This is a major leap in technology for developers and database
administrators alike. Knowing when, how, and why to use this technology is crucial in
continuing to offer stable and efficient database servers and...





		

Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker, by Klaus Aschenbrenner, an international expert on Service Broker, explains why Microsoft introduced Service Broker and describes its big advantages over prior message technologies.
Rich with practical examples, this is the most complete and incisive book on this important new technology, an...


		

Microsoft IIS 7 Implementation and Administration (Mastering)Sybex, 2007
Make the move to IIS 7 with this practical guide
   Microsoft's IIS 7 is a radical departure from previous versions of IIS, and it promises administrators a new level of control over their Web servers, with its modular design and a flexible, extensible architecture that creates new opportunities for customization. This book...


		

Professional C# 2008 (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional C# 2008
    Updated for .NET 3.5 and Visual Studio® 2008, this book is the ultimate guide to C# 2008 and its environment. Beginning with a look into the architecture and methodology of .NET, the team of superlative authors explains why the C# language cannot be viewed in isolation, but rather, must be...
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